UK Libraries hosted Dr. Pi and Mr. Kou from the Agriculture Information Institute of the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences. April 2011

The Libraries celebrated the Chinese Lunar New Year—The Year of the Dragon—with a decorated atrium.

A slide show depicting 10 years of programming at the Asia Center was shown on the video walls in the Hub at Young Library.

The Extreme Origami exhibit was enhanced by an origami workshop and Japanese Tea Ceremony—a collaboration with Asbury University and the Japanese Culture in Kentucky Society.

In the spring of 2012, UK Libraries participated in the Carnegie Corporation’s development of South African Research Libraries by hosting Yusuf Ras, Agricultural Librarian from the University of Stellenbosch.

A small list of some of our other activities:
* Consortia Grant to Strengthen Teaching at Higher Education Institutions (Kofu University, Iraq)
* Nation of Nations Exhibit and flags
* Hosted 3 Japanese Librarians
* Created Research Guide on international opportunities for librarians

For more see http://libraries.uky.edu/IPWG

2013-2014 International Working Group:
Terri Brown, Frank Davis, Toni Greider (chair), Kazuko Hioki, Adrian Ho, Jennifer Richmond.

UK Libraries purchased books for Kentucky and South African Book Club.
The position of Director of International Programs for University Libraries was established on August 1, 2010 and the Working Group (IWG) began their work in October of 2010.

Areas of Concentration:
- Support for Externally Focused Programs
- Support for Campus Activities
- Visibility for our Existing International Collections
- Library Initiated Projects
- Intercultural Workshops for Library Staff Who Serve Our Students

...and so much more!

A Glimpse Into Ancient Mexico: Writings of Aztecs, Mixtec, and Maya.

This exhibit featured facsimile codices housed in UK’s Special Collections Library

http://uknowledge.uky.edu/world_mexico_codices/

Indigenous Clothing—Huipiles

Huipil (wipil) is the most common garment worn by indigenous women from Mexico and other parts of Central America. Exhibited in the Atrium of Young Library

http://uknowledge.uky.edu/world_mexico_huipiles/

A series of research guides about Mexico and its 31 states, developed to compliment Viva Mexico activities

http://libguides.uky.edu/vivamexico

Film showing with an Introduction and Question and Answer session led by a UK Historian and hosted by UK Libraries

http://uknowledge.uky.edu/world_mexico_codices/

Selected postcards from the digital exhibit were displayed in the Fine Arts and Medical Center Libraries

http://uknowledge.uky.edu/world_russia_postcards/

Flags from Russia and the 12 former Soviet Republics in Atrium of Young Library

Collection of Soviet Military Regalia on display during presentation by a UK Librarian

Reimagining Russia’s Realms Kick Off event on the Student Center Patio

http://uknowledge.uky.edu/world_russia_postcards/